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ABSTRACT
Navigation is known to be an effective complement to search. In
addition to data discovery, navigation can help users develop a con-
ceptual model of what types of data are available. In data lakes,
there has been considerable research on dataset discovery using
search. We consider the complementary problem of creating an
effective navigation structure over a data lake. We define an or-
ganization as a navigation structure (graph) containing nodes rep-
resenting sets of attributes within a data lake. An edge represents
a subset relationship. We propose a novel problem, the data lake
organization problem where the goal is to find an organization that
allows a user to most efficiently find attributes. We present a new
probabilistic model of how users interact with an organization and
define the likelihood of a user finding an attribute using the orga-
nization. Our approach uses attribute values and metadata (when
available). For data lakes with little or no metadata, we propose a
way of creating metadata using metadata available in other lakes.
We propose an approximate algorithm for the organization problem
and show its effectiveness on a synthetic benchmark. Finally, we
construct an organization on attributes of a real data lake containing
data from federal Open Data portals and show that the organization
improves the expected probability of discovering attributes over a
baseline. Using a second real data lake with no metadata, we show
how metadata can be inferred that is effective in enabling organiza-
tion creation.
1. INTRODUCTION
The popularity and growth of data lakes is fueling interest in
dataset discovery. Dataset discovery is normally formulated as a
search problem. In one version of the problem, the input is a set
of keywords and the goal is to find datasets relevant to the key-
words [22]. Alternatively, the input can be a table (typically called a
query table), and the problem is to find other datasets that are close
to the query table [3]. If the input is a query table, then the output
may be tables that join with the query table [24, 28] or that union
with the query table [21]. A complementary alternative to search
is navigation. In this paradigm, a user navigates through an organi-
zational structure to find tables of interest to her. In the early days
of Web search, navigation was the dominating discovery method
for Web pages. Yahoo!, a mostly hand-curated organization, was
the most significant internet gateway for Web page discovery. 1
Even today, hierarchical organizations of Web content (especially
entities like videos or products) is still a dominant method used by
companies such as Youtube.com and Amazon.com. Hierar-
chical navigation allows a user to browse available data going from
1It is interesting to note that Yahoo! may stand for “Yet Another
Hierarchical Officious (or Organized) Oracle”.
more general concepts to more specific. By providing a hierarchical
organization over a data lake, we postulate that we can help users
to better understand what data is available, in addition to helping
them locate specific data of interest. Search, on the other hand, is
for “pin-pointing” specific data. Therefore, hierarchical organiza-
tions and search are often used as complementary way of accessing
data.
1.1 Organizations
A data lake consists of raw data files. We assume an extrac-
tion process (for example, table extraction) has extracted a set of
attributes from each file, and refer to the set of attributes from a
single file as a table. We define an organization as a Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) containing nodes that represent sets of at-
tributes. Therefore, a table can be associated to various nodes of an
organization through its attributes. A leaf node in this DAG con-
tains a single attribute. There is an edge between nodes N1 and
N2, ifN1 represents a superset of the attributes inN2. A user finds
a table by finding any leaf node that contains one of its attributes.
We propose a novel problem, the data lake organization problem
where the goal is to find an organization that allows a user to most
efficiently find tables. We present a new probabilistic model of
how users interact with an organization and define the likelihood of
a user finding an attribute of a table using the organization.
An organization is effective for finding tables if certain proper-
ties hold. At each step, a user should have to choose among only a
reasonable number of alternatives. We call the maximum number
of alternatives the branching factor. Also, the number of choices
she needs to make (that is, the length of the discovery path) should
not be high. Moreover, if a user is searching for an attribute Q of
a table, and Q is contained in a node N , then Q should be similar
to N . During navigation, each alternative should be distinct. If a
user is searching for Q, it should not be the case that there are two
alternatives N1 and N2 that are both highly similar to Q. The rea-
son for this is that a user may mistakenly follow the wrong path.
Furthermore, in real data lakes the topic distribution is typically
skewed (with a few datasets on some topics and possible a large
number on others). Hence, organization discovery must be able
to automatically determine over which portions of the data, more
organizational structure is required and where a shallow navigation
structure is sufficient.
Example 1: Consider the (albeit small) collection of tables from
an Open Data lake2 in Table 1. A table can be multi-facted and at-
tributes in a table can be about different topics. One way to expose
this data to a user is through a flat file structure of attributes of these
tables. A user can browse the data (and any associated metadata)
2https://open.canada.ca
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Figure 1: (a) Deep Organization, (b) Effective Organization.
Table 1: A Collection of Datasets from Canadian Open Data.
Id Dataset Name
d1 Surveys Data for Olympia Oysters, Ostrea lurida, in BC
d2 Sustainability Survey for Fisheries
d3 Grain deliveries at prairie points 2015-16
d4 Circa 1995 Landcover of the Prairies
d5 Mandatory Food Inspection List
d6 Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) Fish List
d7 Wholesale trade, sales by trade group
d8 Historical (real-time) releases of merchandise imports and exports
d9 Immigrant income by period of immigration, Canada
d10 Historical statistics, estimated population and immigrant arrivals
and select data of interest. If the number of tables and attributes
is large, it would be more efficient to provide an organization over
attributes.
Suppose the user is searching for table Mandatory Food Inspec-
tion List. She can find this table by navigating to a leaf node that
contains an attribute of this table (for example d5.a3). If the user
is looking for table Immigrant income by period of immigration,
Canada, she can find it by navigating to node d9.a1 or d9.a2.
Suppose the tables are organized in the DAG of Figure 1(a). The la-
bel of a non-leaf node in this organization summarizes the content
of the attributes in the subtree of the node. If the user is looking
for Mandatory Food Inspection List, then at each step of naviga-
tion, she has to choose between only two nodes. However, having
a small branching factor in this organization results in nodes that
are likely to be misleading. For example, although the node Food
Production leads to an attribute of table Mandatory Food Inspec-
tion List, the node and attribute are not similar. This is due to the
large heterogeneity of attributes in the hierarchy of the node as the
attributes describing Grain Elevators may be very different from
those describing Oysters. The organization in Figure 1(b) addresses
this problem by organizing attributes of Grains, Food Inspection,
and Fisheries at the same level. The attributes within each node are
more homogeneous and therefore the user is more likely to choose
the one that is most relevant to her. Note that this organization has
a higher branching factor, but it leads to a shorter discovery path to
the attribute and table of choice. 2
Navigating Attributes vs. Entities Notice that the leaves of our
organization are attributes (sets of data values). This is in con-
trast to hierarchies over entities (such as products). Entity hierar-
chies often use existing, domain-specific ontologies or apply tax-
onomy induction [25, 17, 26]. When entities have known features,
we can apply facet-search over entities [27]. Taxonomy induc-
tion looks for is-a relationships between entities (e.g., student
is-a person) and faceted-search applies predicates or hierar-
chical relationships (e.g., model = volvo) to filter entity col-
lections [1]. However, attributes contain sets of values that may
not refer to entities. There may be no is-a relationships between
attributes and no predicates that allow us to navigate among sets of
attributes. We would like a user to be able to navigate through mas-
sive collections of attributes and locate those of interest for what
ever data science task she has in mind.
1.2 Contributions
We define an organization as any subset of the power-set lattice
over attributes. We define when an organization is optimal in that
it is ideally suited to help a user find any attribute of interest in a
small number of navigation steps without having to consider exces-
sive number of choices in each step. We define a navigation model
on an organization which models the user experience during dis-
covery in a massive data lake. Each node in the organization is
equivalent to a state in the navigation model. In this paper, we use
node and state interchangeably. A state is summarized by a cluster
representative (such as a medoid) or if metadata is available, by a
set of tags. At each state, a user is provided with a set of next states
each containing fewer attributes. An edge in an organization model
indicates the transition from the current state to a next state. Each
transition filters out attributes until the navigation reaches attributes
of interest. This navigation model allows us to evaluate the likeli-
hood of discovering an attribute of a table in a data lake using an
organization.
Data lakes often include metadata hand-curated by publishers.
For example, in Socrata API3, tables are accompanied with in-
formation about topic category, keywords, tags, and subject. We
call such grouping information semantic tags, or just tags. This
metadata may introduce an initial grouping of attributes. We lever-
age these groups, if they are available, in building organizations.
Specifically, we create organizations where a non-leaf node con-
tains all attributes of one or more tags. Our organization con-
struction algorithm is a local search algorithm that searches in the
power-set lattice defined over attributes for an organization that
maximizes the expected probability of discovering tables. When
tags are available, we build an organization over tags. When tags
are available but sparse, we propose a boosting technique that al-
lows transferring tags across data lakes.
In this paper, we make the following contributions.
• We propose to model user’s navigation experience using an
organization as a Markov model in which nodes of an orga-
nization are the states of discovery where a user is presented
with a set of exploration choices (next states) and the like-
lihood of choosing a state depends on its similarity to an
3https://socrata.com
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attribute of interest. Given an organization, we define a way
of evaluating the likelihood of discovering an attribute of a
table of interest.
• We define the problem of organizing data lakes as the search
problem of finding an organization that maximizes the ex-
pected probability of discovering tables using that organi-
zation. We consider the organization problem as a struc-
ture optimization problem in which we explore subsets of
the power-set lattice of organizations. When available, we
leverage metadata in constructing organizations.
• To enrich metadata in data lakes, we propose an algorithm
that effectively bootstraps any existing metadata. Our ex-
periments show that metadata can be transferred across data
lakes. This allows us to build organizations for data lakes
with limited metadata.
• We propose an iterative algorithm that approximates an op-
timal organization. This algorithm reduces the complexity
of evaluating an organization in each iteration by approxi-
mately evaluating the model. We provide an upper bound for
the error of this approximation.
• We empirically show that we find effective organizations over
a synthetic benchmark and two real data lakes containing
Open Government Data.
2. FOUNDATIONS OF ORGANIZATION
We describe a probabilistic framework for constructing organi-
zations on data lakes. Attributes of a table can be about different
topics. A table can be discovered in a data lake through user’s inter-
est in any of its attributes. We define organizations on attributes of
tables in data lakes. We measure the effectiveness of an organiza-
tion by how likely it is to find tables of interest during navigation.
We introduce a navigation model that models the interaction of a
user with an organization during navigation. This model evaluates
the likelihood of finding an attribute of interest during navigation.
We aggregate the likelihoods of finding attributes of a table to eval-
uate the likelihood of finding the table.
2.1 Organization
Let T be the set of all tables in a data lake. Each table T ∈ T
consists of a set, attr(T ), of attributes. Let A be the set of all
attributes, A = ⋃{attr(T ) : T ∈ T }. Each attribute A has a
domain of data values, denoted by dom(A).
An organizationO = (V,E) is a DAG with a distinct root node.
Let ch(.) be the children function mapping a node to its children
nodes, and par(.) be the parent function mapping a node to its par-
ent nodes. A node s ∈ V is a leaf if ch(s) = ∅, otherwise s is
an interior node in O. Every leaf node s of O corresponds to a
distinct attribute As ∈ A. Each interior node s corresponds to a
set of attributes Ds ⊆ A. An edge from s to s′ in E indicates that
Ds′ ⊂ Ds, we call this the inclusion property. The user searches
for a table, T , of interest by starting at the root node of O and
traversing through the graph until reaching a leaf node s such that
As ∈ attr(T ). For example, in the organization of Figure 1(b),
the node labelled with Grains contains the attributes d3.a1, and
d4.a2 and its parent Agrifood and Fishery consists of attributes
d1.a1, d1.a2, d2.a2, d5.a3, d6.a2, d3.a1, and d4.a2.
2.2 Navigation Model
We model a user’s experience during discovery using an organi-
zationO as a Markov model with the states as nodes and transitions
as the edges of O. Because of the inclusion property, transitions
from a state filter out some of the attributes of the state. A user se-
lects a transition at each step and discovery stops once she reaches
a state with only one attribute (a leaf node in O).
We model the user intention by a set of data values of their in-
terest. Let X be a set of data values: X ⊆ ⋃A∈A dom(A). Start-
ing at the root node, a user navigates through subsets of attributes
(states) that potentially contain at least one relevant attribute. For
example, a user who looks for values in dom(d5.a3), can find it
in organization of Figure 1(b) by following the navigation path
root, Agrifood and Fishery, Canadian Food Inspection Agency, and
d5.a3. We consider the user navigation as a Markovian transi-
tion event. The probability of a user transition from s to s′ ∈ ch(s)
is determined by the similarity between X and the domain of at-
tributes in s′.
2.3 State Representation
We construct an organization on the text attributes of data lakes.
We are interested in natural language associations between val-
ues. The values in an attribute can be represented by their col-
lective word embedding vector [20, 21]. In word embedding tech-
niques, each word is mapped to a dense high dimensional unit vec-
tor. Words that are more likely to share the same context have em-
bedding vectors that are closer in embedding space according to an
Euclidean or angular distance measure.
Each data value v ∈ dom(A) in the domain of A is represented
by a p-dimensional embedding vector ~v, which is assumed to be
sampled from a multivariate normal distribution centered around
µA with some covariance matrix ΣA:
v ∈ dom(A) =⇒ ~v ∈ N (µA,ΣA) (1)
Moreover, we assume that attributes in state s are samples of
a Natural Language domain [21] and is represented with a topic
(mean) vector µs and a covariance matrix Σs.
Definition 1. A state in an organization consists of a set of at-
tributes Ds. dom(s) =
⋃
A∈Ds dom(A). We assume the em-
bedding vectors in dom(s) are samples from a normal distribution
centered around µS with some covariance matrix ΣS:
v ∈ dom(s) =⇒ ~v ∈ N (µs,Σs) (2)
2.4 Transition Model
SupposeX is the set of data values of interest to the user. We first
define the transition probability of p(s′|s,X,O) as the probability
that the user will choose the next state as s′ if they are at the state
s. The probability should be correlated to the similarity between
dom(s′) and X . Let κ(A,X) be a similarity measure between the
domain of some attribute A and a set of data values X . Then, we
have the transition probability as follows.
P (s′|s,X,O) = e
γ
| ch(s)| .κ(As′ ,X)∑
t∈ch(s) e
γ
| ch(s)| .κ(At,X)
(3)
Note that the transition probabilities at s are given as softmax
function over the logits exp
(
γ
| ch(s)| · κ(At, X)
)
for t ∈ ch(s).
The constant γ is a hyper parameter of our model. It must be a
strictly positive number. The term | ch(s)| is a penalty factor to
avoid having nodes with too many children. The impact of the
high similarity of a state to X diminishes when a state has a large
branching factor.
In this paper, we choose κ(A,X) to be the cosine similarity be-
tween the embedding vectors of data values in dom(A) and X as
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defined in [21]. Since a parent subsumes the attributes in its chil-
dren, the cosine similarity satisfies the monotonicity property of
κ(A, s′) > κ(A, s), where s′ ∈ ch(s), but the monotonicity prop-
erty does not necessarily hold for the transition probabilities. This
is because P (s′|s,X,O) is normalized with all children of parent
s.
A discovery sequence is a sequence of navigated states, r =
s1, . . . , sk. A state in O is reached through a discovery sequence.
Markov property says that the probability of transitioning to a state
is only dependent on its parent. Thus, the probability of reach-
ing state sk through a discovery sequence r = s1, . . . , sk, while
searching for X is defined as follows.
P (sk|r,X,O) =
k∏
i=1
P (si|si−1, X,O) (4)
This indicates that user makes transition choices only based on the
current state and the similarity of the choices to the attribute of her
interest.
Since an organization is a DAG, a state can be reachable by mul-
tiple discovery sequences. The reachability probability of state sk
in O when a user has attribute X in mind is as follows.
P (s|X,O) =
∑
r∈Paths(s)
P (s|r,X,O) (5)
where Paths(s) is the set of all discovery sequences inO that reach
s from the root. Additionally, the reachability probability of a state
can be evaluated incrementally using its parents.
P (s|X,O) =
∑
s′∈par(s)
P (s|s′, X,O)P (s′|X,O) (6)
Note that the discovery model naturally penalizes long sequences
to the discovery of an attribute.
Definition 2. The discovery probability of an attribute, A, is the
probability if the user is looking for data values dom(A). This is
defined as: P (s|A,O) where s is the leaf node and As = A.
We write the discovery probably of A as P (A|O). Namely,
P (A|O) = P (A|A,O) (7)
2.5 One- and Multi-dimensional Organizations
A table D is discovered in an organizationO by discovering any
of its attributes. Therefore, we define the discovery probability of a
table as follows.
P (D|O) = 1−
∏
A∈D
(1− P (A|O)) (8)
Definition 3. Organization Problem. Given a set of tables T , the
organization problem is to find an organization Oˆ such that:
Oˆ = arg max
O
1
|T |
∑
D∈T
P (D|O) (9)
We refer to 1|T |
∑
D∈T P (D|O) withP (T |O). Note thatP (D|O)
and P (A|O) are not absolute probabilities, instead they are mea-
sures of probabilities that quantify the success of attribute and table
discovery. Throughout the paper we refer to these measures as dis-
covery probability.
There are exponentially many states and organizations that can
be constructed given a data lake T , which makes enumerating these
structures impractical. Moreover, the probabilistic model intro-
duces a trade-off between (1) the number of states presented to the
user at each state (through transition probability of Equation 3) and
(2) the length of discovery sequences or the number of states that
need to be visited by the user for a successful discovery (through
state reachability probability of Equation 4).
Multi-dimensional organization In multi-faceted search, one
may have more than one organizations for the user to consider. For
example, data lakes can be organized in various ways and accord-
ing to different topics, such as time, location, etc. We define a
k-dimensional organizationM for a data lake T as a forest of or-
ganizations {O1, . . . ,Ok}, such that attributes of each table in T
is organized in at least one organization and Oi is the optimal or-
ganization on the attributes of the i-th dimension. We define the
probability of discovering table D inM, as the probability of dis-
covering D in any of dimensions ofM.
P (D|M) = 1−
∏
Oi∈M
(1− P (D|Oi)) (10)
In Section 4, we propose an algorithm for constructing an or-
ganization that explores this trade-off and iteratively maximizes
the overall discovery probability defined in Equation 9 and Equa-
tion 10.
3. REAL DATA LAKES
Now, we describe how the probabilistic model for organizing ta-
bles is applied to real data lakes. Tables in lakes are sometimes
accompanied by metadata hand-curated by the publishers and cre-
ators of data. For example, open data published using standard
APIs including CKAN API4 and Socrata API5, include a set of tags,
categories, keywords, and sometimes other metadata. Some tables
are also published with brief text descriptions which can be syn-
thesized into a set of ontology classes using text annotation tech-
niques [18]. The US6 and Canadian7 federal goverments are exam-
ples of many important organizations that use these APIs. We call
such semantic information (tags, keywords, classes, etc.) semantic
tags, or simply tags. In the remainder of the paper, we often use
tag and semantic group interchangably. We collected a sample of
7,886 CKAN tables with metadata and observed that on average
seven tags are associated to a table. With the same sample size,
tables in Socrata API have on average five tags. Interestingly, the
CKAN tags are more generic and associated to on average ten ta-
bles, while Socrata tags are more specific and only associated with
on average three tables. In metadata, the tags are often defined at
table level. We associate the table tags with all attributes in the
table.
3.1 Organization on Metadata
If tags are available and plentiful, the builder of organization may
choose to build states on tags instead of attributes. The simplest or-
ganization would be a flat organization where each tag is a leaf state
and all states are the children of a single root state. For example,
in such an organization, a user would select agriculture tag and all
tables having this tag would appear in the search result. Currently,
Open Data portals such as Canadian Open Data8 employ a flat or-
ganization for search.
4https://ckan.org
5https://socrata.com
6https://www.data.gov
7https://open.canada.ca/en/open-data
8https://open.canada.ca/en/open-data
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In a data lake organization, a state is associated to one or more
tags. For example, the organizations in Figure 1 each has states
such as Fisheries and Oceans Canada and Canadian Food Inspec-
tion Agency which are tags from Canadian Open Data. The state
Agrifood and Fishery of the organization in Figure 1(b) is associ-
ated with three tags: Canadian Food Inspection Agency, Fisheries
and Oceans Canada and Grains. In this organization, again a
state consists of a set of attributes. These attributes are the ones
associated to the tags of the state. For example, the state Agrifood
and Fishery of the organization of Figure 1(b) contains attributes
d1.a1, d1.a2, d2.a2, d5.a3, d6.a2, d3.a1, and d4.a2.
Following Definition 1, a state is represented by the population
of the p-dimensional embedding vectors of the values of attributes
associated to its tags. This population follows a normal distribu-
tion N (µS ,ΣS). A leaf node of an organization built on tags still
consists of one attribute. However, now the parent of a leaf node
is associated to only one tag. This means that the last two levels
of a hierarchy are fixed and transition from a single-tag node to its
attributes are predetermined.
3.2 Flat Organization: A Baseline
In a flat organization, the root state consists of all tags and its
children are leaf states corresponding to tags. For example, we
can build a flat organization on all the tags used in the organiza-
tion of Figure 1(a). This organization is a shallow tree with a root
and states Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Canadian Food Inspec-
tion Agency, Grains, Economy, and Immigration as its children.
Once leaf states are reached a user would need to select the table of
choice among the tables associated to the tag. At leaf node g, the
probability of user discovering attribute B of tag g while searching
for A∗ is as follows.
P (B|g,A∗) = e
γ
|Dg| .κ(A
∗,B)∑
C∈Dg e
γ
|Dg| .κ(A
∗,C) (11)
Suppose K is the set of tags in a data lake. Since the only tran-
sitions defined in the organization are from the root to single-tags
nodes, the probability of discovering a table in a flat organization
Of is as follows.
P (D|Of ) =
∑
A∈D
∑
g∈K,A∈Dg
e
γ
|K| .κ(A,g)∑
h∈K e
γ
|K| .κ(A,h)
.
e
γ
|Dg|∑
C∈Dg e
γ
|Dg| .κ(A,C)
(12)
A flat organization on tags has three drawbacks. First, only tables
for which at least one tag is provided can be discovered through the
organization. Second, even with semantic grouping it is difficult to
discover tables due to the large branching factor of the root state.
Finally, since data lakes publish tables separately, their metadata
may be heterogeneous which leads to disconnected repositories.
3.3 Bootstrapping Metadata
Building organizations on semantic groups reduces the complex-
ity of states lattice and creates more homogeneous states. However,
the semantic groupings coming from the metadata may be incom-
plete (some attributes may have no tags). Moreover, the schema
and vocabulary of metadata across data lakes are inconsistent. For
example, the tags of CKAN are generic and largely distinct from
with the tags of Socrata. We propose a way of enriching tables with
new tags, and hence semantic groups. This improves the discovery
probability of tables.
We propose to transfer tags across data lakes such that data lakes
with no (or little) metadata are augmented with the tags from other
data lakes. To bootstrap the tags of attributes, we build binary clas-
sifiers, one per tag, which predict the association of attributes to the
corresponding tags. The input to classifiers is the topic vector of at-
tributes. The positive training samples of the classifier of semantic
group g consist of Dg which are the attributes associated to g and
the attributes A /∈ Dg are the negative samples for the classifier.
4. BUILDING ORGANIZATIONS
Building an organization involves constructing states (nodes) from
attributes or tags and determining their transitions (edges) such that
discovery is optimized. The number of possible states is exponen-
tial in the number of attributes. Semantic grouping in a repository
may introduce an initial grouping of attributes and tables. How-
ever, there is still exponentially many states and organizations that
should be considered to find an optimized organization. Four fac-
tors contribute to the discovery of a table and the overall effec-
tiveness of an organization: (1) the length of discovery paths in
the organization to reach attributes of a table (Equation 4), (2) the
branching factor of states in the organization (Equation 3), (3) the
number of tags a table is associated to, and (4) the state transition
probabilities which determine the likelihood that a user will choose
a discovery path.
All these factors are competitive forces. As the number of tags in
a repository increases, it is likely that a larger organization will be
needed to maximize the likelihood of finding tables and this leads
to longer discovery paths, and larger branching factors. On the
other hand, with a fixed number of states, organizations with shorter
discovery paths likely have larger branching factors.
Finding an optimal organization requires an exponential search,
hence we present a local search algorithm that begins with an ini-
tial organization on tags and refines the organization to improve
the expected discovery probability. We require that the inclusion
property is held in the initial organization and all following orga-
nizations. We enhance this initial organization using a sequence of
updates to the organization each designed to improve the effective-
ness of the organization and maximize P (D∗|O).
4.1 Optimizing Organizations
Recall that the goal of organization problem is to build an or-
ganization with highly reachable leaf states. Having defined the
reachability probability of states given an attribute in Equation 6,
we can define the reachability of a state as follows.
P (s|O) = 1|A∗ ∈ T |
∑
A∗∈T
P (s|A∗,O) (13)
The reachability of a leaf state is improved by increasing the reach-
ability likelihood of its ancestor states. The search algorithm begins
with an initial organization and locally searches for an approxima-
tion of the optimal organization Oˆ. We restrict our consideration of
possible new organizations to those created by two operations: (1)
DELETE PARENT(s), which replaces a parent of s and its sib-
ling states by their parents, and (2) ADD PARENT(s), which adds
an additional parent to s. For example, the algorithm can decide
to eliminate the state Economy and Agriculture in the organization
of Figure 1(a) and connect its children directly to the root. More-
over, the attribute d6.a2 from table Canadian Food Inspection
Agency (CFIA) Fish List in the organization of Figure 1(b) is reach-
able from the node with the tag Canadian Food Inspection Agency.
This attribute is also related to the node with the tag Fisheries and
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Oceans Canada and can be discovered from that node. The algo-
rithm can decide to add an edge from Fisheries and Oceans Canada
to d6.a2 and make this state its second parent.
Starting from an initial organization, the search algorithm per-
forms downward traversals from the root state and proposes a fix
on the organization based on states in each level of the organization
ordered from lowest reachability probability to highest. A set of
states are in level l of an organization if the length of the shortest
discovery paths from root to each of the states is l. Each fix pro-
posal involves applying one of the operations. At each step, the
algorithm proposes a change to the current organization O which
leads to an organization O′. Since it is not possible to enumerate
all possible organizations which makes direct sampling difficult, we
apply MetropolisHastings algorithm [13] for obtaining a sequence
of random organizations. Changing an organization by an operation
gives us a new sample of the discovery probability distribution. The
algorithm then accepts or rejects this sample with probability [11]:
min[1,
P (T |O′)
P (T |O) ] (14)
Recall that P (T |O) is the expected probability of discovering ta-
bles of data lake T using organization O as defined in Equation 9.
Operation I: Adding Parent. Given a state s with low reach-
ability, one reason for this may be that it is one child amongst many
of its current parent, or that it is indistinguishable from a sibling.
We can remedy either of these by adding a new parent for s. Sup-
pose that the search algorithm chooses to fix the organization with
respect to state s. Recall that Equation 6 indicates that the reach-
ability of a state increases as it is connected to more parent states.
Suppose s is at level lk of organization O. The algorithm finds the
state, called n, in lk−1 of O such that it is not a parent of s and
has the highest reachability probability among the states at lk−1.
To satisfy the inclusion property, we update node n and its ances-
tors to contain the attributes in s, Ds. To avoid generating cycles
in the organization, the algorithm makes sure that none of the chil-
dren of s are not chosen as a new parent. State n is added to the
organization as a new parent of s. Figure 2a shows an example of
ADD PARENT operation. ADD PARENT potentially increases the
reachability probability of a state by adding more discovery paths
ending at that state, at the cost of increasing the branching factor.
Operation II: Deleting Parent. Given a state s with low
reachability, another reason for this is that its parent has low reacha-
bility and we should perhaps remove a parent. Reducing the length
of paths from the root to state s is a second way to boost the reacha-
bility of s. The operation eliminates the least reachable parent of s,
called r, from discovery paths to s. To reduce the height of O, the
operation eliminates all siblings of r except the ones with one tag.
Then, it connects the children of each eliminated state to its parents.
Figures 2b and 2c show an example of applying this operation on
an organization. This makes the length of paths to s smaller which
boosts the reachability of s. However, replacing the children of a
state by all its grandchildren increases the branching factor of the
state, thus, decreasing the transition probabilities from that state.
Both operations permit us to explore the space of organizations
for connectivity and branching factor trade-off. Ultimately we will
select an operation based on whether it increase the overall reacha-
bility of states.
Initial organization. The initial organization may be any orga-
nization that satisfies the inclusion property of attributes of states.
The is-a relationship of an ontology creates a hierarchy of classes.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm Search Org with local search.
1: procedure SEARCH ORG(T )
2: ops = [DELETE PARENT,ADD PARENT]
3: Oˆ ← INIT ORG(T ), pˆ← EVAL(O)
4: while ¬termination condition do
5:
6: fix level← GET NEXT LEVEL(Oˆ) . Start fixing
from the root downwards.
7: fix states← GET STATES TO FIX(fix level)
8: . Order states by reachability probability ascendingly.
9: for fstate ∈ fix states do
10: for FIXOP ∈ ops do
11: O′ ← FIXOP(Oˆ, fstate), p′ ← EVAL(O′)
12: if ACCEPT(p′, pˆ) then . Accept the new
organization with min[1.0, p
′
pˆ
]
13: Oˆ ← O′
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
17: end while
18: return Oˆ
19: end procedure
If attributes are annotated with class labels of an ontology, the is-
a relationships would provide an initial organization on attributes
that would be improved by applying search operations. However,
in Open Data lakes the coverage of standard and public ontologies
is extremely low [21], which leads to leaving out a large number of
attributes from the organization. Alternatively, the initial organiza-
tion can be the DAG defined based on a hierarchical clustering of
the tags or attributes of a data lake.
4.2 Building an Organization Forest
A multi-dimensional organization is a forest of organizations
each constructed on a subset of attributes in a data lake. We as-
sume that the apriori knowledge of attributes of each dimension is
given as hyper-parameter inputs to our algorithm. In practice, a di-
mension d may be defined with a set of tags. It may also be a text
sequence represented by its p-dimensional word embedding vector.
If the apriori knowledge of dimensions does not exist, we consider
k-medoid clustering [16] as a way of partitioning attributes into
dimensions, such that each cluster is a dimension.
5. SCALING ORGANIZATION SEARCH
The search algorithm makes local changes to the existing organi-
zation by applying operations ADD PARENT and DELETE PARENT.
An operation is successful if it increases the discovery probability.
The evaluation of discovery probability (Equation 9, 8, 7, and 6)
involves visiting all states and state transitions in an organization
(evaluating the probability of transitioning to each state and its
reachability probability) for all attributes in repository. The orga-
nization graph can have a large number of states especially at the
initialization phase. The Open Data lake used for experiments has
264,199 attribute-semantic group associations. The states in an or-
ganization can be highly connected. The size and dense structure of
organizations, and the number of attributes in data lakes hinder the
efficiency of search. During local search, while DELETE PARENT
decreases the number of states and transitions, ADD PARENT in-
creases the number of transitions. On the other hand, the number
of attributes in data lakes can also be extremely large. To moder-
ate the three efficiency factors of the number of states, the number
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Figure 2: (a) applying ADD PARENT operation, (b) applying DELETE PARENT operation, and (c) the result of applying DELETE PARENT.
of transitions, and the number of attributes, we apply pruning tech-
niques that precisely compute or closely approximate the discovery
probability of an organization.
5.1 Lazy Evaluation of Organization
Depending on the local change an operation makes the reacha-
bility probabilities of only certain states change for a portion of at-
tributes. At each search iteration we only re-evaluate the discovery
probability of the attributes which are affected by the local change.
We also do so by only re-evaluating the reachability of the affected
states by the local change.
Upon applying DELETE PARENT operation on a state, the tran-
sition probabilities from its grandparent to its grandchildren are
changed and consequently all states reachable from the grandpar-
ent. However, the discovery probability of the attributes that are
not reachable from the grandparent remain intact. Therefore, for
DELETE PARENT, we only re-evaluate the reachability of the states
in the sub-graph rooted by the grandparent and only for attributes
associated to the leaves of the sub-graph.
The ADD PARENT operation impacts the organization more broadly.
Adding a new parent to a state changes the reachability probability
of the state and all states that are reachable from the state. Fur-
thermore, the parent state of the state being fixed and consequently
its ancestors are updated to satisfy the inclusion property of states.
Suppose the parent itself has only one parent. The change of states
propagates to all states up to the lowest common ancestor of the
fix state and its parent-to-be before adding the transition to the or-
ganization. If the parent-to-be has multiple parents the change has
propagated to other subgraphs. To identify the part of the organiza-
tion that requires re-evaluation, we iteratively compute the lowest
common ancestor of the fix node and each of the parents of its
parent-to-be. All states and reachable attributes in the sub-graph of
the identified lowest common ancestor require re-evaluation.
5.2 Approximating Discovery Probability
Focusing on states that are affected by operations reduces the
complexity of the exact evaluation of an organization. However,
an organization can contain thousands of states over tens or hun-
dreds of thousands of attributes. To further speed up search, we
evaluate an organization on a small number of representatives that
each summarizes a set of attributes. The discovery probability of
each representative approximates the discovery probability of its
corresponding attributes. We assume a one-to-one mapping be-
tween representatives and a partitioning of attributes. Suppose ρ
is a representative for a set of attributes Dρ = {A1, . . . , Am}. In
evaluating P (Ai|O), we approximate P (Ai|O), Ai ∈ Dρ, with
P (ρ|O). The choice and the number of representatives impact the
error of discovery probability approximation. Recall that the reach-
ability probability of a leaf state is the product of transition proba-
bilities to states along the path from root to the state. To determine
the error that representatives introduce to discovery probability of
an organization, we first define an upper bound on the error of tran-
sition probabilities. We show that the error of transition probabil-
ity from m to s is bounded by a fraction of transition probability
which is correlated with the similarity of the representative to the
attribute. Recall the transition probability from Equation 3. For
brevity, in Equation 3, we assume γ′ = γ|ch(m)| .
P (si|m,A,O) = e
γ′κ(A,si)∑
sj∈ch(m) e
γ′κ(A,sj)
(15)
Suppose δ(., .) is the Cosine distance metric, which is δ(a, b) =
1− κ(a, b). From the triangle property of δ(., .), it follows that:
δ(si, ρk) ≤ δ(si, A) + δ(A, ρ) (16)
Evaluating P (si|m,A,O) and P (si|m, ρ,O) require computing
κ(A, sj) and κ(ρ, sj) on the children of m, where κ(., .) is Cosine
metric. We rewrite the triangle property with Cosine similarity.
1− κ(si, ρ) ≤ 1− κ(si, A) + 1− κ(A, ρ) (17)
Therefore, the upper bound of κ(si, A) is defined as follows.
κ(si, A) ≤ κ(si, ρ)− κ(A, ρ) + 1 (18)
We also have the following.
0 ≤ κ(si, A)− κ(si, ρ) ≤ 1− κ(A, ρ) (19)
Let ∆i = κ(si, A)−κ(si, ρ). Without the loss of generality, we
assume κ(si, A) > κ(si, ρ), thus ∆i is a positive number. Now,
we can rewrite κ(si, ρ) = κ(si, A) − ∆i. From Definition 3, we
know that P (si|m,A,O) and P (si|m, ρ,O) are monotonically
increasing with κ(s,A) and κ(si, ρ) respectively. Therefore, the
error of the probability of transition from state m to si given an
attribute A versus considering its representative ρ is defined as fol-
lows:
 = P (si|m,A,O)− P (si|m, ρ,O) (20)
It follows from the monotonicity property that  ≥ 0. By applying
Equation 15 to  we have the following:
 =
eγ
′κ(A,si)∑
sj∈ch(m) e
γ′κ(A,sj)
− e
γ′κ(ρ,si)∑
sj∈ch(m) e
γ′κ(ρ,sj)
(21)
Now, we rewrite the error by replacing κ(si, ρ) with κ(si, A)−∆i.
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 =
eγ
′κ(A,si)∑
sj∈ch(m) e
γ′κ(A,sj)
− e
γ′(κ(si,A)−∆i)∑
sj∈ch(m) e
γ′(κ(sj ,A)−∆j)
=
eγ
′κ(A,si)∑
sj∈ch(m) e
γ′κ(A,sj)
− e
γ′κ(si,A).e−γ
′∆i∑
sj∈ch(m) e
γ′κ(sj ,ρ).e−γ′∆j
(22)
Following from Equation 19, we have”
1
eγ′(1−κ(A,ρ))
≤ e−γ′∆i ≤ 1 (23)
The upper bound of the error of transition probability is:
 ≤ e
γ′κ(A,si)∑
sj∈ch(m) e
γ′κ(A,sj)
− e
γ′κ(A,si)∑
sj∈ch(m) e
γ′κ(A,sj)
.
1
eγ′(1−κ(ρ,A))
(24)
The error can be written in terms of the transition probability to a
state given an attribute:
 ≤ P (si|m,A,O).(1− 1
eγ′(1−κ(ρ,A))
) (25)
Since eγ
′(1−κ(ρ,A)) ≥ 1, the error is bounded.
Suppose the discovery path r = s1, . . . , sk, the bound of the
error of estimating P (Ai|O) using ρ is as follows:
r ≤ (
k∏
i=1
P (si|si−1, A,O)).(1− 1
eγ′(1−κ(ρ,A))
)k (26)
Given that user is minimize the error of approximatingP (s|m,A,O)
considering ρ instead of A, we want to choose ρ’s that have high
similarity to the attributes they represent, while keeping the number
of ρ’s relatively small.
Updating data lakes changes the topic vectors of semantic groups
and states and as a result the transition probabilities would change.
Now, the original organization that was optimized for the state def-
initions and transitions might not be optimal anymore because of
the changes in transition probabilities. Suppose upon an update to
data lakes, the state topic vector si is updated to s′i. If si is a state
in the optimal organization, the error upper bound provided for rep-
resentatives provides a cue of how s′i has diverged from the optimal
si. The upper bound of the change in transition probabilities when
si is updated to s′i is as follows.
α ≤ P (si|m,A,O).(1− 1
eγ
′(1−κ(si,s′i)
) (27)
This error bound allows a user to determine when the data changes
are significant enough to require rebuilding the organization.
6. ORGANIZATION OF A BENCHMARK
To understand the performance of our algorithm in finding good
organizations, we created a benchmark synthesized from real data.
We report these results in this section. In Section 7, we report ex-
perimental results over real data lakes.
6.1 Experimental Set-up
Recall that our goal is to find an organization (or set of orga-
nizations) that maximize the expected discovery probability of at-
tributes or tables. We assume the user is searching for an attribute,
but would likely be happy finding a very similar one. We there-
fore report for our experiments a measure we call success prob-
ability that considers a navigation to be successful if it finds an
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Figure 3: Distribution of (a) number of tags per tables, and (b)
number of attributes per table in Socrata data lake.
attribute or a similar attribute. Specifically, let κ be a similarity and
let 0 < θ ≤ 1 be a similarity threshold.
Definition 4. The success probability of an attribute A is defined
as
Success(A|O) = 1−
∏
Ai∈A∧κ(Ai,A)≥θ
(1− P (Ai|O)) (28)
For our experiments on both synthetic (Section 6) and real (Sec-
tion 7), we use the Cosine metric for κ and a threshold of 0.9. Our
implementation is in Python and uses scikit-learn library for cre-
ating initial organizations. Our experiments were run on a 4-core
Intel Xeon 2.6 GHz server with 128 GB memory. To speed up the
evaluation of an organization, we cache the similarity scores of at-
tribute pairs.
6.2 Synthetic Benchmark
We synthesized a collection of 2,650 tables that emulates the ob-
served characteristics of our crawl of Open Data portals (specifi-
cally, the Socrata data lake described in more detail in Section 7).
To generate the attributes, tables, and tags, we use the pre-trained
fastText word embeddings database [14]. First, we generate tags by
choosing a random sample of 365 words from the fastText database.
The word embeddings of these words are then used as the topic
vectors of the benchmark tags. Each attribute in the benchmark is
associated to exactly one tag. To sample from the distribution of a
tag, we selected the k most similar words, based on Cosine simi-
larity, to the topic word of the tag, where k is the number values in
the attribute (a random number between 10 and 1000). The values
of an attribute are samples of a normal distribution centered around
the topic vector of a tag. This guarantees that the distribution of
the word embedding of attribute values has small variance and the
topic vector of attributes are close to the topic vector of their tags.
Therefore, the states that contain the tag of an attribute are similar
to the attribute and likely have high transition probabilities.
Now, we describe how we generate benchmark tables from at-
tributes and tags. Figure 3a shows that the distribution of the num-
ber of tags per table in the Socrata lake follows Zipfian distribution.
Similarly, we generated attributes from tags such that the distri-
bution of attributes and the 365 tags in the benchmark follows a
Zipfian distribution. Figure 3b shows that the number of attributes
per table also follows Zipfian distribution. To mimic this, in the
benchmark the number of attributes per table is sampled from [1,
50] following a Zipfian distribution. The number of tags per table
controls the number of discovery paths and impacts the discovery
probability of tables.
6.3 Effectiveness of Optimization
We constructed baseline organization (flat), an initial organiza-
tion using clustering, and then we optimized the initial organization
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creating both one- and multi- dimensional (2,3,4) optimized orga-
nizations over the benchmark tables. Figure 4 reports the discovery
probability of each table in different organizations.
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Figure 4: Expected Success Probability of Organizations.
In the baseline organization, which is similar to the available or-
ganization of Open Data through common portals, tables can be
discovered by examining all tags and their associated attributes.
The DAG of this organization is a short tree consisting of a root
node with 365 child nodes (the number of tags). Having to browse
so many nodes is a burden to the user and our model captures this
by penalizing for the large branching factor. The discovery proba-
bility for tables in this organization (in aggregate) is just 0.016.
As a second baseline, which we call initial, we build a hierar-
chical agglomerative clustering over the tags. The initial organiza-
tion is built in a bottom-up manner. Each tag starts its own cluster
and becomes a leaf state in the organization. Pairs of clusters are
merged and build a new cluster as one moves up the hierarchy. At
each step of clustering, the two clusters with highest Cosine sim-
ilarity are merged. Each cluster in the hierarchy is a node in the
initial organization and its children are the corresponding states of
merged cluster. The topic vector of each state is recursively created
using the topic vector of merged clusters. This initial organiza-
tion outperforms the baseline by ten times. This is because the
smaller branching factor of this organization reduces the burden of
choosing among so many tags as the flat organization and results
in larger transition probabilities to states even along lengthy paths.
We applied Algorithm 1 on this initial organization, named fixed
in Figure 4. which resulted in an improvement over the success
probability of the initial organization by more than three times.
To further improve table discovery in the benchmark, we built
a two-dimensional organization (named 2-dimensional). We clus-
tered the tags into two clusters (using k-medoids) and built an or-
ganization on each cluster. The organization of each cluster is
built following Algorithm 1 and the final discovery probability is
evaluated by aggregating the success probability of tables for each
dimension according to Equation 10. The 2-dimensional organi-
zation outperforms the fixed organization for the discovery prob-
ability of almost all tables. Although the number of initial tags
is invariant between single- and multi-dimensional organizations
since each dimension is constructed on a smaller number of tags
that are more similar, this approach to multi-dimensional organi-
zation improves the discovery probability. The two-dimensional
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Figure 5: Pruning (a) domains, and (b) states in evaluating organi-
zations on synthetic benchmark.
organization has an expected success probability of 0.426 which is
an improvement over the baseline by 40 times. If the builder of the
organization chooses to build a multi-dimensional organization due
to the heterogeneity of topics in a data lake, the discovery probabil-
ity of tables is improved by increasing the number of dimensions,
as shown in Figure 4 for three and four dimensions.
Figure 4 shows that almost 47 tables of the benchmark have very
low discovery probability in all organizations. We observed that al-
most 70% of these tables contain only one attribute each of which
is associated to only one semantic group. This makes these tables
less likely to be discovered in any organization. In Section 3.3, we
described the number of associated leaf states to the attributes of a
tables as an important factor in the likelihood of its discovery. To
investigate this further, we augmented the benchmark to associate
each attribute with an additional tag (the closest tag to the attribute
other than its existing tag). We built a two-dimensional organiza-
tion on the enriched benchmark, which we name 2-dimensional
boosted tags by 2 in the figure. This organization proves to have
higher discovery probability for all tables including those that were
unlikely to be discovered in the previous version of the organiza-
tions.
The construction time of initial, fixed, 2-dimensional, 3-dimensional,
4-dimensional, and 2-dimensional boosted organizations are 0.2,
231.3, 148.9, 113.5, 112.7, 217 seconds. Note that the baseline
benchmark relies on the existing tags and requires no additional
construction time. Since dimensions are optimized independently
and in parallel, we report the time it takes to finish optimizing all
dimensions as the construction times of the multi-dimensional or-
ganizations.
These observations on the experiments of the synthetic bench-
mark evaluation lead us to choose to build a multi-dimensional or-
ganization on a real open data lake in Section 7.
6.4 Effect of Pruning
During pruning we only examine the states and attributes that are
affected by a change. Thus, the pruning guarantees exact computa-
tion of discovery probabilities. Our experiments on the benchmark
show that although local changes can potentially propagate to the
whole organization, on average less than half of states and attributes
are visited for each search iteration, as shown in Figure 5. Further-
more, we considered approximating discovery probabilities using a
representative set size of 10% of the number of attributes and only
evaluated those representative that correspond to the affected at-
tributes. This reduces the number of evaluations to only 6% of the
attributes. As shown in Figure 4, named 2-dimensional prune, this
approximation has negligible impact on the discovery probabilities
of tables in the constructed organization.
7. ORGANIZING OPEN DATA LAKES
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We use two different lakes collected from two popular Open Data
APIs that we discussed in Section 3. Socrata – contains 7,553
tables with 11,083 tags from the Socrata API. This lake contains
50,879 attributes containing words that have a fastText [14] word
embedding. A table (attribute) may be associated with many tags
and we have 264,199 attribute-tag associations. The distribution
of the number of tags per table (attribute) and number of attributes
per table is plotted in Figure 3. CKAN – contains 1,000 tables and
7,327 attributes from the CKAN API. We removed all CKAN tags
for our experiments.
We perform two sets of experiments. First, we construct a ten-
dimensional organization over the (richly tagged) Socrata data lake.
Second, we use classifiers trained on the Socrate data lake to tag the
(untagged) attributes in the CKAN lake and build an organization
using the learned tags.
7.1 Constructing Organizations
We construct ten organizations on the Socrata lake by first par-
titioning its tags into ten groups using k-medoids clustering [16].
We use an agglomerative hierarchical clustering of attributes as the
initial organization (as described in Section 6.3) and apply Algo-
rithm 1 on each cluster to approximate an optimal organization.
The algorithm finishes once the expected discovery probability of
an organization reaches a plateau (the expected probability has not
improved significantly for the last 50 iterations).
In each iteration, we approximate the discovery probability of
the organization using a representative set with a size that is 10%
of the total number of attrributes in the organization. Table 2 reports
the number of representatives considered for this approximation in
each organization along with other relevant statistics. Since the
cluster sizes are skewed, the number of attributes reachable via each
organization has a high variance. Recall that Socrata has just over
50K attributes, so many are reachable in multiple organizations. It
took 12 hours to construct the multi-dimensional organization.
Table 2: Statistics of 10 organizations of Socrata data lake.
Org #Tags #Atts #Tables #Reps
1 2,031 28,248 3,284 2,824
2 1,735 11,363 1,885 1,136
3 1,648 20,172 9,792 2,017
4 1,572 19,699 2,933 1,969
5 1,378 11,196 1,947 1,119
6 1,245 17,083 1,934 1,708
7 829 8,848 1,302 884
8 353 6,816 831 681
9 240 3,834 614 383
10 43 118 33 11
Figure 6a shows the success probability (Equation 10) of the ten
organizations on Socrata data lake. Using this organization, a table
is likely to be discovered during navigation of the data lake with
probability of 0.38, compared to the current state of navigation us-
ing only tags, which is 0.12. Recall that to evaluate the probability
of an attribute, we evaluate the probability of reaching a tag. and
multiply it by the probability of selecting the attribute among the
attributes associated to the semantic group. The distribution of at-
tributes to tags depends on the metadata. Therefore, the organiza-
tion algorithm does not have any control on the branching factor at
the lowest level of the organization, which means that the optimal
organization may not have a success probability of 1.0.
7.2 Comparison to Linkage Navigation
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Figure 6: (a) Discovery probability of tables in Socrata Lake. (b)
Comparison to Enterprise Knowledge Graph.
A linkage graph is an alternative navigation structure to a hier-
archical organization. An example of a linkage graph is the Enter-
prise Knowledge Graph (EKG) which is a graph where each node
is a dataset (or attribute) and an edge indicates the syntactic or se-
mantic similarity of two nodes [9, 10]. A user navigates EKG us-
ing a Source Retrieval Query Language (SRQL) [10]. In EKG,
navigation starts with known data. A user queries the graph us-
ing a lookup primitive that finds related attributes through keyword
search. To discover new attributes, she writes SRQL queries that
allow exploring the syntactic and semantic relationships between
the current node and the adjacent nodes. These queries consist of
combinations of discovery primitives such as jaccardContent
and attributeNameSim. Unlike EKG, data lake organization
is a top down approach where the navigation always starts from the
most general node and at each step the hierarchy guides the user
towards finer nodes. EKG is designed to let users specify desired
relationships (e.g., find all attributes with the same or similar name)
rather than to facility exploratory navigation.
To study the differences between linkage navigation and our or-
ganizations we compared the discovery probability for attributes
using each. To build an EKG, we consider nodes to be attributes
in a data lake. Fernandez et al. consider two types of similarity
between two nodes: (1) syntactic, which uses Jaccard similarity of
attribute values [9], and (2) semantic, which combines the semantic
and syntactic similarity of attribute names [10]. An edge exists be-
tween two nodes if their similarity (syntactic or semantic) is above
a threshold θ. To use EKG for navigation, we assume that at node
m the likelihood of user navigation to an adjacent node s is propor-
tional to the similarity of s to m and is penalized by the branching
factor of m (Equation 3). We use Equation 7 and 8 to compute
attribute and table discovery probabilities.
Figure 6b shows the success probability of navigating an EKG
and an organization built on a subset of 1,000 tables from Socrata
data lake which contains 13,155 attributes. We use the threshold
θ = 0.9 for filtering the edges in EKG. This makes 3,989 nodes
reachable from some node in the graph. The average and maxi-
mum branching factors of this EKG are 122.30 and 725, respec-
tively. Since the navigation can start from arbitrary nodes, to com-
pute the discovery probability of a table in an EKG, we consider
the average discovery probability of a table over up to 500 runs
each starting from a random node. This resulted in the average dis-
covery probability of 0.0056. When we limited the start nodes to
be selected from ancestors of attributes of a table, the navigation
discovery probability is as shown in Figure 6b. Although the data
lake organization has higher construction time (2.75 hours) than
our implementation of EKG (1.3 hours), it outperforms EKG in
discovery efficiency. We also experimented with θ = 0.8 which
results in an EKG with 4,992 connected nodes and average and
maximum branching factor of 271.5 and 1,965. Although in this
EKG more nodes are connected and through more paths, the in-
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Figure 7: (a) No. positive training samples for tag classifiers.
(b) Accuracy of boosted metadata.
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Figure 8: (a) Distribution of tags added to CKAN
(b) Discovery probability of a sample of 1,000 CKAN tables after
boosting their metadata.
crease in the branching factor results in a slightly lower expected
discovery probability of 0.1107 compared to 0.1126 of θ = 0.9.
7.3 Enriching Metadata
The effectiveness of an organization in discovering tables de-
pends on the number of tags associated to attributes. If tags are
available in the metadata of a data lake, we leverage them to build
organizations. For data lakes with no or limited tags, we transfer the
knowledge of tags from another data lake that has tags. Attributes
that are associated to a tag are the positive training samples for the
tag’s classifier (Section 3.3). Figure 7a shows the distribution of
attributes per tag in the Socrata data lake. Despite the large number
of tags (11,083), only very few of these tags have enough training
samples for training a classifier. We de-duplicated the training sam-
ples and to overcome the problem of training samples imbalance,
we only considered a random subset of negative samples (one to
nine ratio of positive to negative samples). We employed the dis-
tributed gradient boosting of XGBoost [5] to train classifiers on
all tags with at least 10 positive training samples (866 tags). The
training algorithm performs grid search for hyperparameter tuning
of classifiers. Figure 7b demonstrates the precision, recall, and F1
score of 10-fold cross validation of the classifiers with top-100 F1-
scores. The measures are all evaluated with respect to the positive
class.
Recall, CKAN contains no tags. We associated the tags of the
Socrata data lake to attributes by applying the trained classifiers on
each attribute. Out of 866 tags, 751 were associated to attributes,
and a total of 7,347 attributes got at least one tag. The most pop-
ular tag is domaincategory government. Figure 8a shows the dis-
tribution of newly associated tags to CKAN attributes for the 20
most popular semantic groups. The success probability of a one-
dimensional organization is shown in Figure 8b. More than half
of the tables are now searchable through the organization that were
otherwise unreachable in the data lake.
7.4 Case Study
To showcase the benefits of our organizations, we developed two
use case scenarios and asked a collaborator to use the organiza-
tions. Note that for each of these use cases, a different organization
is presented to the user so that the results reported in the second
scenario are not affected by the fact that user became familiar with
the organization in the first scenario.
For each node n in a data lake organization, we assign one of the
tags of a node, Dn, as the node’s representative. We assume that
the representative is the tag with the majority of attributes in a node.
A node is presented to the user with the set of tag representatives
of its children.
One of the main applications of our organization is to help data
scientists explore and find interesting tables. For our first scenario,
we constructed an organization on 1,302 tables of Socrata data lake
(with 8,848 text attributes) and 829 tags. We gave the user 30 min-
utes to explore the organization and 1) provide us with a set of
tables that can be of interest to a scientist who is researching cli-
mate change; and 2) provide us with examples (if any) which are
unexpected and interesting to her. There were nine nodes at the
root level of the generated organization. The user was able to dis-
miss few nodes right away, (s.a. Crime statistics) however,
four of the autogenerated tags were not clear or seemed interesting
for investigation and thus the user had to go through all of them
and investigate their children. At this stage, the user found a node
represented by an energy and environment tag. Moving
down this branch she also found nodes represented by tags such
as renewable energy and energy facilities. Overall,
the user found 156 tables which seem interesting to her. Based on
the user’s feedback, the most interesting results were tables that did
not share a similar context with those nearby. For instance, the user
found a table that shows Grasshopper infested acreage by year in
Utah interesting and unexpected, and thought that this table may
be combined with other found tables such as Utah’s CO2 or O3
emissions by year to produce interesting analyses.
In our next scenario, we showcase the efficiency of navigation
using the organization from a user’s perspective. Each node in an
organization is presented to the user with a set of representative
tags. During navigation, a user examines the representative tags
of the current node, chooses a representative and navigates to its
corresponding node. Alternatively, the user can backtrack to the
parent of the current node and navigate to a different child node.
Ideally, the user finds a table of interest by visiting a small number
of nodes and examining only a few tags at each node. Note that the
efficiency also depends on how descriptive the representative of a
node is. We evaluated the efficiency of user navigation by counting
the number of tags a user examines during navigation to find a table.
For this case study, we constructed an organization on 831 tables
(with 6,816 attributes) and 353 tags from Socrata data lake. We
asked a user to navigate this organization to find six random tables.
She was able to find these tables by examining on average 22 tags,
which is only 6% of all tags in the organization.
8. RELATED WORK
Entity-based Querying - While traditional search engines are
built for pages and keywords, in entity-based querying, entities are
first-class concepts. In entity search, a user formulates queries to
directly describe her target entities and the result of an entity search
query is a set or list of entities that match the query [4]. An exam-
ple of an entity search query is “database #professor”, where
professor is the target entity type and “database” is a descrip-
tive keyword. Cheng et. al propose a ranking algorithm for the
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result of entity queries where a user formulates queries to directly
describe her target entities using keywords that may appear in the
context of a correct answer [6].
Data Repository Organization - Goods is Google’s specialized
dataset catalog which collects metadata about billions of datasets
from various storage systems [12]. It also infers metadata by pro-
cessing additional sources such as logs and information about dataset
owners or their projects and by analyzing the content of datasets.
The main focus of Goods is to collect metadata for a large reposi-
tory of datasets and make it searchable using keywords. Similarly,
IBM’s LabBook provides rich collaborative metadata graphs on en-
terprise data lakes [15]. Skluma [2] also extracts metadata graphs
from a file system of datasets. Many of these metadata approaches
include the use of static or dynamic linkage graphs [7, 19, 10, 9] or
join graphs for adhoc navigation [29]. These graphs allow naviga-
tion from dataset to dataset. None of these approaches learn new
hierarchical navigation structures, or organizations, optimized for
data discovery.
Similarly, IBM’s LabBook provides rich collaborative metadata
graphs on enterprise data lakes [15]. Skluma [2] also extracts meta-
data graphs from a file system of datasets. Many of these metadata
approaches include the use of static or dynamic linkage graphs [7,
19, 10, 9] or join graphs for adhoc navigation [29]. A linkage graph
allows a user to find relevant data in a data lake based on the similar-
ity of pairs of datasets. These graphs allow navigation from dataset
to dataset. None of these approaches learn new hierarchical nav-
igation structures, or organizations, optimized for data discovery.
Unlike linkage graph navigation, an organization allows the possi-
bility of browsing, which helps users to start from a fuzzy concept
and gradually refine it to arrive at a table.
Taxonomy Induction - Taxonomy induction is the task of auto-
matic creation of hierarchies between a set of classes where an edge
between two classes means that one class is-a subclass of another.
The is-a relationship represents true abstraction, not just subset-
of as in our approach. And a taxonomic relationship between two
classes exists independent of the size and distribution of the data
being organized. As a result, taxonomy induction relies on seman-
tics gleaned from ontologies or extracted from text using natural
language techniques [17]. In contrast, a state (or edge) only ex-
ists in our organizations if it is helpful in enhancing the navigation
experience of a user.
Faceted Search - Faceted search is a search paradigm that en-
ables exploration of sets of entities by iteratively refining the search
results based on some property (or facet) of the entities in the search
result set. A facet is a predicate (e.g., model) and a set of pos-
sible terms (e.g., honda, volvo, ...). The terms may or
may not have a hierarchical relationship (e.g., volvo-C70 isa
volvo). Currently, most successful faceted search systems rely on
either handcrafted term hierarchies designed manually by domain
experts, or term hierarchies which are automatically created using
methods similar to taxonomy induction methods mentioned above
which rely on the existence of large external semantic corpora that
contains the facet terms [27, 23, 8]. Therefore, such taxonomy con-
struction approaches are not applicable to the data lake organization
problem, since values in tables do not have much overlap with ex-
ternal corpora [21]. Moreover, the large size and dynamic nature
of our corpus makes the manual creation of a hierarchy nearly im-
possible. Faceted search is applied over sets of entities on which
facets (predicates) are known. It is not clear how to develop clear
and meaningful predicates over attributes (which are sets of values
not entities). In faceted search, the user iteratively refines the result
of the search and usually there is no restriction on the depth of the
facet’s term hierarchy. The large size of data lakes makes interac-
tion with the intermediate results nearly impossible. To mitigate
for this problem, our algorithm ensures that a user can get the final
result within a reasonable number of steps.
9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We defined the data lake organization problem of creating an
optimal organization over attributes and tables in a data lake. We
proposed a probabilistic framework that models navigation in data
lakes as a Markov model on an organization graph. We frame the
data lake organization problem as an optimization problem of find-
ing an organization that maximizes the discovery probability of ta-
bles in a data lake during navigation, and proposed an efficient ap-
proximation algorithm for creating good organizations. Using ex-
periments on a real open data lake, we show that this algorithm
creates effective organizations. Our navigation model leverages
metadata (semantic groups) available for tables in open data lakes.
Lastly, we propose a way of generating such metadata for tables
in data lakes with little or no metadata by generalizing semantic
groups of an another data lake with metadata. We show that trans-
ferring semantic groupings across data lakes helps in building ef-
fective organizations.
Our proposal permits the construction of multiple organizations
over a single lake. Each can be on the whole lake, or on a portion
of that lake (perhaps a portion corresponding to a topic such a ta-
bles related to economics). For building multiple organizations,
we assume that the creator of the organizations has a priori knowl-
edge of how to group tables into subsets or topics. Going forward
will consider an automatic way of determining a clustering of ta-
bles that permit better organizations. An interesting direction is to
use known ontologies to organize the portion of a lake covered by
the ontology and combine this with other discovered organizations.
Other future work is to reduce large organizations to make them
more interpretable and more user friendly through refinement and
summarization of their states.
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